Projected future runoff of the Breede River
under climate change
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Abstract
The Breede River is the largest river in the Western Cape Province of South Africa, and as such, is a key resource for a
variety of activities within the region. It is this significance of the river that prompted a study into the impact of climate
change on future runoff in the river and hence, the potential impacts a projected change in catchment runoff may have on
the future use of the river. Due to the complexities of the catchment only specialised hydrological models can capture the
system dynamics of the river adequately. This limitation prompted the use of an alternative approach (self-organising maps
(SOMs)) to hydrological modelling and, at the same time, performed an assessment of the appropriateness of this alternative
approach for use in such applications.
SOMs are a powerful tool in synoptic climatology as they can be used to objectively classify a large number of daily
synoptic states into a predetermined number of groups. Each archetypal synoptic pattern is linked to an observed associated runoff in the catchment. With an assessment of the change in frequency of each atmospheric state from control to
future comes an assessment of the change in frequency of the associated runoff from control to future. The end result of
this is a quantified assessment of the projected change in both high-frequency runoff events and in the projected change in
mean annual runoff (MAR) in the catchment from the present to the future under 3 climate models.
Not only does this information assist in the process of long-term policy decisions made in relation to water-transfer
schemes, but it also allows for an assessment of the future ecological sustainability of the catchment. This is achieved by
assessing the projected future level of flow at each runoff gauging station against the current benchmark for ecological
sustainability.
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Introduction to the study area
The Breede River, situated in the Western Cape, is the largest
river in the province with a total catchment area of 12 600 km 2
(Fig. 1) comprising 7 drainage basins (DWAFa, 2002). The
river lies on the east coast of the Western Cape, approximately
250 km from Cape Town, and extends from Cape Infanta up
into the Hex River Mountains. Originating in the Ceres Valley,
it drains in a south-easterly direction meeting the Indian Ocean
at Witsand/Cape Infanta (Sebastian Bay) and flows through a
key agricultural region in the Western Cape (DWAFb, 2002).
Being a winter rainfall region, roughly 80% of precipitation
falls within the months of April to September, brought by midlatitude cyclones, which are dominant over the region in these
months. As is the case with many mountainous areas, there
is a considerable spatial variation in rainfall. In the Western
mountain areas rainfall can be as high as 2 300 mm/a whereas
in the middle reaches rainfall decreases to as low as 400 mm/a
(DWAFa, 2002).
Operation of the Breede River is such that water is collected during the winter period in municipal storage dams,
such as Brandvlei and Theewaterskloof, for subsequent
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dispersal during summer. A unique feature in the operation of
the Theewaterskloof Dam is the transference of water into the
dam from the Berg River water management area for seasonal
storage, as the Berg River does not have sufficient storage
capacity of its own in the form of dams and reservoirs. During
the dry season, the water is then transferred back into the Berg
River together with a large quantity of additional water from
the Breede River in order to meet the demands for water from
the Berg River (DWAFc, 2002).
It is this inter-basin transfer custom that prompted this
study, which seeks to understand the sustainability of this
practice under projected climate change. This paper attempts
to quantify how the runoff in the Breede River will change in
the future (without taking into account the possibility of future
inter-basin transfers) and whether this runoff will be enough to
sustain future ecological functioning. For the purposes of this
study, runoff is defined as the amount of water flowing in the
river at a stream gauge.

Methodology
The Kohonen self-organising map
Self-organising maps (SOMs) (Kohonen et al., 1996), which
are a type of artificial neural network (ANN), are the principle technique used for the analysis of atmospheric data in this
study. In this application, SOMs are used to downscale global
climate model (GCM) data to catchment scale by relating
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catchment response to synoptic forcing. This technique simplified the use of large amounts of atmospheric data by enabling
classification of a user-specified amount of synoptic circulation
patterns. The intent in classification is to extend data records
by use of a transfer function between the environmental parameter, in this case runoff, and the synoptic types. This circulation record can then be used to project the local environmental
data into the future.
SOMs are a type of cluster analysis used to cluster similar
properties into a pre-defined set of ‘groups’. These ‘groups’,
which are henceforth referred to as nodes, represent commonly
occurring patterns in a multi-dimensional dataset (MacKellar
et al., 2009). In creation of the SOM map each node is trained
so that it is weighted by the input data vector that has the closest match to that node’s synoptic state. In effect, when applied
to time series of spatial data, the technique is analogous to cluster analysis to identify which spatial patterns are most similar
in identifying dominant modes within the data space (Tennant,
2003).
Hewitson and Crance, 2002 and Dayhoff, 1990 identify
aspects of the SOM behaviour that render it advantageous
over traditional statistical methods. These identified strengths
and the fact that they allow for the visualisation of an array
of synoptic states by grouping large amounts of synoptic data
into a specified amount of synoptic patterns or nodes makes
them a powerful technique for use in climatology. The technique has a growing use in atmospheric applications (e.g.
Main, 1997; Cavazos, 1999, 2000; Cavazos et al., 2002;
Tennant and Hewitson, 2002; Hewitson and Crane, 2002;
Tadross et al., 2006; Tennant and Reason, 2005; Thomas et
al., 2007), both for up- and downscaling of atmospheric data
(Crane and Hewitson, 2003; Gutiérrez et al., 2005; Hewitson
and Crane, 2006) and identification of climatic regions
(Malgrem and Winter, 1999).
A 7x5 SOM was defined for the purposes of this study.
Crane and Hewitson (2003) have noted that the robustness of
the SOM mapping is not sensitive to the array size – smaller
SOM arrays merely generate a greater degree of generalization.
Using a 7x5 array (5 nodes in the vertical row and seven nodes
in the horizontal row) allows for 35 ‘arch-type’ synoptic states
to be identified in the SOM training. All data presented to the
SOM were assigned to one of these nodes. Each node represents a state in the data space that is nominally the mean of all
synoptic patterns mapping to the node after training. Nodes
represented as diagonally opposite in the SOM map indicate
the opposite extremes in the data and neighbouring nodes are
indicative of the most similar data. Therefore, synoptic states
that are dissimilar are widely separated over the SOM space
and transitional states are represented between the groups
(Hewitson and Crane, 2002).
Climate data acquisition and SOM training
In order to assess whether a consistent signal of climate change
is portrayed by multiple climate models, 3 climate models have
been chosen. For the purposes of this study the global climate
models (GCMs) of ECHAM4 (developed by the Deutsches
Klimarechenzentrum (DKRZ) in Hamburg, Germany and
the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology) the CSIRO model
(developed at Australia’s Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation) and the HadAM model (developed
at the Met Office Hadley Centre in the UK) were used along
with the NCEP (National Centres for Environmental Prediction) reanalysis data (Kalnay et al., 1996). These GCMs were
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utilised because of the availability of data and their recognition
within the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
NCEP reanalysis data (resolution of 2.5° x 2.5° in latitude and
longitude) is used as a proxy for the observed historical state of
the atmosphere. It is constrained by observations but is a product of an atmospheric model. It was necessary to use proxy
data because of a lack of contiguous observed data relating to
atmospheric state.
What follows is a methodology that was developed in order
to assess the accuracy of the GCM data in simulating observed
atmospheric states and to assess the changes between the control and projected future climate data.
The NCEP data (used to represent the observed atmospheric state) were extracted for the years 1979 to 1999 for an
atmospheric window situated over the Western Cape. The
atmospheric window spans 12° to 28° in longitude and –39°
to –27° in latitude. The 2 variables of geopotential height and
specific humidity at 700 hPa, were chosen for extraction from
the NCEP data because, together, they reasonably characterise
the general atmospheric state related to rainfall. Using a rainfall-related synoptic state was more accurate than using modelderived precipitation data because of the high level of uncertainty in the parameterisations used to derive precipitation data
from atmospheric models. This is justified and believed to
promote consensus between GCMs because the models show
more consensus in their predicted changes in atmospheric state
than they do in their predicted changes of precipitation. The
skill resolution of a GCM is greater in terms of base circulation
parameters as opposed to grid-cell diagnostic variables such as
precipitation (Hewitson and Crane, 2005).
NCEP data were used as input into the SOM, which was
then trained to produce 35 archetypal patterns over a 7 x 5
SOM space. The result of this SOM training formed a baseline
atmospheric state of simulated observed conditions thereby
providing control synoptic conditions from which the deviation
of the GCM data could be calculated.
Owing to the difference in the horizontal resolution of
the GCMs and the NCEP reanalysis data, interpolation function grid-box averages were used to convert all the data to a
common 4° x 3° resolution. Data from the ECHAM4, CSIRO
and HadAM models were individually mapped onto the
NCEP-trained SOM to cluster the data into the NCEP-defined
35 archetypal patterns. Data from each of the GCMs encompassed a control climate ranging from 1979 to 1999 and a
projected A2 (medium high) emission scenario (Nakic´enovic´
et al., 2000) based future climate from 2079 to 2099 with the
same variables and same domain as NCEP.
By using this technique to compare how data from each
control run of the GCMs mapped to the NCEP-trained SOM
one is firstly able to assess the GCM’s ability to simulate
present synoptic states. Secondly, how the future GCM data
mapped to the same NCEP-trained SOM allowed an assessment of the potential future synoptic states. This analysis
was performed for each GCM, in turn. This was a crucial
step in the project as it provided a base from which to start
analysis of the change in synoptic states from present to
future and hence runoff patterns related to synoptic states. It
is possible that the future climate will exhibit synoptic states
that are not present in the baseline climate. This is a potential
drawback of this technique and should be considered if the
future data are obviously mapping too intensely to a node on
the edge of the SOM map. This could be an indication that
the data would map more readily to a synoptic state outside of
the control climate.
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TABLE 1
Location of observation runoff stations and record period at each
Station number

Place

Latitude

H1H006 (Station 1)
H1H018 (Station 2)
H4H017 (Station 3)
H6H009 (Station 4)
H7H006 (Station 5)

Witbrug
Haweqias
Le Chasseur
Reenen
Swellendam

33°25’18”
33°43’24”
33°49’05”
34°04’32”
34°03’57”

Longitude Catchment
area (km2)

19°16’06”
19°10’13”
19°41’41”
20°08’44”
20°24’15”

753
113
4336
2007
9842

Record
period

1950 - 1998
1969 - 1999
1980 - 1998
1964 - 1998
1967 - 1997

Years

48
30
18
34
30

tion was extracted for the upper reaches of the catchment (Basin
H1) and compared to the runoff in that area, as it was necessary
to get a natural rainfall-to-runoff relationship that represented
least interference from dams or extraction. The treatment of the
H1H006
rainfall-to- runoff lag as being the same throughout the catchment does not have implications for the study because the future
projections of climate are at a coarse GCM scale resulting in
H1H018
there only being one projection of future climate for the whole
H4H017
catchment for each GCM Due to the constraints inflicted by the
Scoarseness of the future climate projection there can be no disH6H009
H7H006
crimination made about where in the catchment the rainfall has
fallen,
hence all rainfall to runoff lags are treated as equal. The
Breede River catchment
lagsWestern
werecape
assessed through simple lagged correlation analysis.
With a one-day time lag between precipitation and the
N
resultant runoff determined through this lagged correlation
analysis
W (Steynor,
E 2005), a methodology was developed in order
to
associate
runoff
data with atmospheric conditions while
80
0
80
160 Kilometers
Figure 1
S
using the SOM-based
classification of the atmospheric circulaLocation of observation runoff stations
tion. The fundamental principle incorporated into a SOM is
that each of the time steps over the 21-year period is associRunoff analysis
ated with a node in the SOM space. Each node represents a
particular atmospheric pattern. By identifying which dates
Runoff stations
were associated with each SOM node, the runoff for those dates
can be associated with a specific atmospheric pattern. When
Raw runoff data from 5 stations in the catchment were obtained
the possibility of a lead-lag relationship between rainfall and
from the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF).
runoff was accounted for, this provided the capacity to identify
As shown in Fig. 1, two of the stations are in the upper reaches
the typical runoff for a given atmospheric state.
of the catchment (H1H006 and H1H018), one in the middle
By grouping together all the dates that fell into each SOM
reaches (H4H017) and two in the lower reaches (H6H009 and
node, a box-and- whisker plot, showing the non-outlier ranges
H7H006). Table 1 is used to justify that all the stations have a
of the data at each station, was drawn. Outliers are, by definilong enough period of record to produce statistically significant
tion, data points that do not appear to follow the characteristic
results with the shortest period of record being 18 years and the
distribution of the rest of the data. These may either reflect
longest 48 years.
genuine properties of the data, or be due to measurement errors
or other anomalies that should not be modelled. Generally, it
Analysis of the runoff associated with high frequency
is assumed that outliers depict a random signal that one would
nodes
like to be able to control. In this case, the outlier data range
was defined as above the 75th percentile and below the 25th
As the SOM technique is a new methodology in identifying
percentile. A median or middle value was also depicted on the
runoff change under a changing climate, an initial approach
runoff graphs.
was taken to gauge the effectiveness of this technique. To this
For each GCM and each period (control and future), the
end an analysis was undertaken to assess what (according to
node showing the synoptic condition with the highest frethe SOM) are the most frequently occurring synoptic states in
quency of data mapping to it was selected as representative
the observed climate and what the most frequently occurring
of the predominant synoptic condition. The runoff associated
synoptic states may be in the future climate.
with the high frequency node in the control data was compared
Before runoff could be associated with a synoptic event a
with the runoff associated with the high frequency node in the
determination had to be made as to whether there was a sigprojected future scenario. By association of the runoff with the
nificant time lag between the particular atmospheric condition
high frequency circulation states and the change in frequency
and the resultant runoff. By assessing the time lag between
of data mapping to each circulation state, one could infer,
precipitation events and observed runoff, i.e. the response time
at least a first order, consequence on runoff of the projected
of the catchment, the temporal relationship between rainfall and
changes in the atmosphere. The statistically relevant period of
runoff was investigated. To assess the lag, precipitation data
record at each runoff station allows the assumption that enough
were extracted from a 10 km gridded data set of observed prerainfall-runoff events are sampled to represent a range in catchcipitation generated by Hewitson and Crane (2005). Precipitament wetness conditions prior to rainfall commencement.
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TABLE 2
Decrease in runoff represented from node (5; 2) (control node) to node (6; 2) (projected future node)
according to the ECHAM4 model
Median

Runoff node (5; 2) (m3/s)

Runoff node (6; 2) (m3/s)

Runoff change (m3/s)

Runoff change (%)

75th percentile

Runoff node (5; 2) (m3/s)

Runoff node (6; 2) (m3/s)

Runoff change (m3/s)

Runoff Change (%)

Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5

0.65
0.74
7.05
1.76
4.91

Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5

4.76
2.82
12.80
13.80
31.80

0.00
0.60
6.37
0.10
3.62

1.93
1.12
9.98
4.97
18.10

-0.65
-0.14
-0.68
-0.76
-1.29

-2.83
-1.70
-2.82
-8.83
-13.70

-100.00
-18.59
-9.65
-43.38
-26.17
-59.45
-60.28
-22.03
-63.99
-43.08

TABLE 3
Decrease in runoff represented from node (4; 2) (control) to node (4; 3) (projected future)
according to the CSIRO model
Median

Runoff node (4;2) (m3/s)

Runoff node (4;3) (m3/s)

Runoff change (m3/s)

Runoff change (%)

75th percentile

Runoff node (4; 2) (m3/s)

Runoff node (4; 3) (m3/s)

Runoff change (m3/s)

Runoff change (%)

Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5
Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5

0.96
0.85
7.19
1.53
6.01

6.11
3.10
15.70
8.93
30.10

0.71
0.80
6.82
1.24
4.41

4.99
2.64
13.00
5.91
21.10

-0.25
-0.05
-0.37
-0.29
-1.60
-1.12
-0.46
-2.70
-3.02
-9.00

-25.64
-6.24
-5.08
-18.95
-26.64
-18.33
-14.84
-17.2
-33.82
-29.90

Results of high frequency node analysis

CSIRO

ECHAM4

Using the same methodology, the CSIRO data were used to
analyse potential future runoff in the high-frequency SOM
node (Table 3). The change from the frequency map of CSIRO
control data to the frequency map of CSIRO projected future
data is only slight. The control to future map indicates a
change of high frequency nodes from nodes (4; 2) and (4; 3) in
the control map into solely node (4; 3) in the frequency map
of projected future data. This indicates that the predominant
future daily synoptic state should exhibit an atmospheric pattern similar to that of node (4; 3). Nodes (4; 2) and (4; 3) represent what could loosely be described as autumn/spring conditions with node (4; 3) showing a slightly less specific humidity
over the Western Cape.

Using the SOM technique described in the methodology the
data from the ECHAM4 model were used to perform a highfrequency node analysis. This analysis is used to ascertain
how the predominant synoptic state(s) in the observed climate
may change in the future climate. Each node (representing a
particular synoptic state) in the SOM map is assigned a number
(x;y) depending on its position in the 7 x 5 SOM space with
x representing its position on the horizontal row and y the
position on the vertical row. In analysis of both the modelled
control climate and the modelled future climate it was evident
that the projected future data had a greater frequency of data
falling into SOM node (6; 2) as opposed to SOM node (5; 2),
which showed the majority of data mapping in the control frequency map. SOM node (5; 2) represents a typically summer
synoptic pattern with a low specific humidity over the Western
Cape. Node (6; 2) represents an intensification of this summer
synoptic pattern.
When associating these 2 SOM nodes with a runoff characteristic it was possible to calculate a projected future runoff
change for the high frequency node. Each runoff gauging
station’s percentage decrease in runoff from node (5; 2) to node
(6; 2) is shown in Table 2. The decrease was first calculated for
the median and then for the upper limit of the non-outlier range
(using box-and-whisker plots not shown here).
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HadAM
Again, using the same process as ECHAM4 and CSIRO, the
HadAM data were used to perform an analysis on potential
change in future runoff. The most obvious difference between
the frequency map of control and future climate is the movement of the high frequency nodes from nodes (5; 2) and (5; 3) in
the control data to nodes (6; 2) and (6; 3) in the projected future
data. These latter nodes are also mapped at a higher frequency
in the projected future data. To create a table of runoff values
showing the magnitude of the decrease in runoff from the
present to the projected future (Table 4) it was necessary to
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TABLE 4
Decrease in runoff represented from node (5; 2) and (5; 3) (control) to nodes (6; 2) and (6; 3)
(projected future) according to the HadAM model
Median

Runoff node (5; 2 + 5; 3) (m3/s) Runoff node (6; 2 + 6; 3) (m3/s) Runoff change (m3/s) Runoff change (%)

75th percentile

Runoff node (5; 2 + 5; 3) (m3/s) Runoff node (6; 2 + 6; 3) (m3/s) Runoff change (m3/s)

Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5
Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5

0.66
1.40
13.70
3.06
8.67

7.47
4.59
23.80
19.57
44.80

combine the runoff values of (5; 2) and (5; 3) to represent the
present runoff and combine (6; 2) and (6; 3) to represent the
future runoff. SOM nodes (5; 2) and (5; 3) represent a typically
summer synoptic pattern with a low specific humidity over the
Western Cape. Nodes (6; 2) and (6; 3) represent an intensification of this summer synoptic pattern.
This was just the first step in the analysis of the change
in runoff from the control to the projected future data. It was
primarily undertaken to assess the validity of the methodology. It was recognised that the high frequency nodes are not
the only nodes likely to show a change in runoff under climate
change (Barnett et al., 2006). If a currently low frequency
node became a somewhat higher frequency node under climate
change this could have a significant effect on projected future
runoff. To account for this fact an assessment of the change
in MAR over the entire SOM space was also included in the
study. This did not serve to supersede the analysis of high
frequency nodes (which represent the predominant synoptic
states) but merely complement it.

Results of MAR analysis
In the previous results section it was determined that the nodes
depicting a high frequency of data displayed a predominant
decrease in runoff from the control to the projected future
climate.
However, the high frequency nodes alone (the highest
frequency synoptic events) cannot be used to calculate MAR
because only one runoff regime is represented in each SOM
node. In order to quantify the average runoff over the entire
year it is necessary to consider every SOM node. To do this,
the mean runoff values associated with each of the 35 synoptic
states in the SOM map were incorporated into the analysis.
Obviously, when each day is treated as a separate entity, a
particular daily synoptic state will not always lead to the same
amount of daily runoff because it will be dependent on the runoff in the catchment in the days leading up to the event. Hence,
in order to do this analysis the assumption had to be made that
the length of observed runoff periods used were long enough to
give a reasonable impression of the mean observed runoff associated with a particular daily synoptic state. This assumption
will mean that the MAR calculated using the SOM methodology will most likely not match exactly with the observed MAR
but should be close enough to be relevant.
In order to calculate the MAR, the daily runoff values supplied by the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF)
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0.00
1.14
12.76
1.99
6.56

2.97
2.14
20.08
9.77
27.93

-0.66
-0.26
-0.94
-1.06
-2.12

-4.50
-2.45
-3.72
-9.80
-16.87

-100.00
-18.24
-6.86
-34.71
-24.39

Runoff change (%)

-60.24
-53.38
-15.63
-50.08
-37.66

and used in the previous section, were averaged and converted
from m3/s into 106 m3/a. The second part of the calculation
used the frequency maps for NCEP, ECHAM4, CSIRO and
HadAM generated in the previous section. Each SOM node in
the frequency maps represents a percentage of the data present
across the SOM space. Therefore, by dividing these frequency
values by 100 the proportional contribution of each SOM node
could be determined.
If the proportional contribution of each SOM node is multiplied by the appropriate associated runoff and the results from
each node across the SOM space summed together, the result
is the MAR. Repetition of this process for each daily runoff
gauging station determined the MAR for each station.
At the end of this process, the MAR values calculated
using the NCEP reanalysis data and daily DWAF runoff data,
although not expected to be the same, should have been representative of the original MAR data supplied by DWAF in
the Breede River Basin Summary Report (DWAF, 2003). The
supplied DWAF MAR values have been inserted into Table 5
for use as a reference.
Table 5, together with projected runoffs derived from the
climate models, presents DWAF values for the following variables; the MAR presently observed in the river (Present MAR),
what the runoff would be if there were no extractions or disturbances in the river (Natural MAR) and what level of runoff
the ecology of the river requires to be able to sustain life and
to provide a functioning ecosystem (ecological requirement)
(DWAF, 2003).
There are some expected discrepancies between the calculated MAR using NCEP (used here to represent a control
climate) and the MAR supplied by DWAF (Table 5) for 4
reasons. The 1st reason is that the stations used to measure the
DWAF MAR are only in approximately the same positions as
the original daily runoff data stations. For instance the DWAF
MAR sampling point that represents Station 2 is approximately
20 km away from the daily runoff station and the DWAF MAR
sampling point that represents 4 is approximately 30 km away
from the daily runoff station. The 2nd reason is that NCEP is a
reanalysis data set which exhibits a reduced variability owing
to a truncation of processes that are smaller than the model
resolution. In the 3rd place, in reconstructing the MAR from
the frequency of weather states, one is summing the mean
runoff response for each weather state, not the actual observed
instance of runoff for a particular occurrence of the weather
state. The 4th reason, as mentioned earlier, because the rainfall
to runoff relationship is measured on a daily basis, it takes no
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TABLE 5
Comparison between the measured MAR data and the GCM-simulated MAR data
DWAF (measured)

Station 1 (106 m3/a) Station 2 (106 m3/a) Station 3 (106 m3/a) Station 4 (106 m3/a) Station 5 (106 m3/a)

Models

Station 1 (106 m3/a) Station 2 (106 m3/a) Station 3 (106 m3/a) Station 4 (106 m3/a) Station 5 (106 m3/a)

Present MAR
Natural MAR
Ecological requirement

287.00
333.00
84.00

NCEP (baseline climate)
ECHAM (control)
CSIRO (control)
HADAM (control)

131.00
158.00
79.00

234.01
218.58
192.32
208.84

763.00
1 210.00
552.00

176.61
160.67
147.19
158.81

94.00
347.00
134.00

975.76
917.42
854.64
887.16

319.24
289.11
295.32
302.87

1 059.00
1 720.00
623.00

1 178.27
1 053.37
1 039.86
1 079.19

TABLE 6
Comparison between the GCM-simulated control MAR data and GCM-simulated future MAR
Models

ECHAM (control)
CSIRO (control)
HADAM (control)
ECHAM (future)
CSIRO (future)
HADAM (future)

Station 1 (106 m3/a)

218.58
192.32
208.84
94.90
204.9
140.34

Station 2 (106 m3/a)

160.67
147.19
158.81
76.03
154.48
113.24

Station 3 (106 m3/a)

917.42
854.64
887.16
424.06
902.24
625.53

Station 4 (106 m3/a) Station 5 (106 m3/a)

289.11
295.32
302.87
180.33
298.90
263.44

1 053.37
1 039.86
1 079.19
565.23
1 075.46
842.09

TABLE 7
Determination of unbiased projections of future mean annual runoff
Model
Station 1 (10 m /a)

Station 2 (10 m /a)

MAR change 106 m3/a
Station 3 (106 m3/a)

Station 1 %

Station 2 %

% change
Station 3 %

Station 4 %

Station 5 %

Station 1 (106 m3/a)

Station 2 (106 m3/a)

Future MAR
Station 3 (106 m3/a)

Station 4 (106 m3/a)

Station 5 (106 m3/a)

124.61
305.77
192.86

61.99
137.49
93.41

352.68
805.50
537.98

58.63
95.14
81.76

568.25
1095.26
826.34

6

ECHAM
CSIRO
HADAM

3

-123.68
12.58
-68.51

6

3

-84.65
7.29
-45.57

-493.40
47.60
-261.64

Model

ECHAM
CSIRO
HADAM

-56.58
6.54
-32.80

-52.68
4.95
-28.69

Model

ECHAM
CSIRO
HADAM

-53.78
5.57
-29.49

account of the temporal nature of runoff and how runoff in the
river may have been influenced by preceding days.
This difference in sampling points between the supplied
MAR data and the daily runoff data (as mentioned above) may
be part of the reason for these discrepancies between the MAR
associated with the NCEP SOM and the observed MAR, particularly in Stations 2 and 4. The calculated control MAR data
from the ECHAM4, CSIRO and HadAM GCMs are also not
exactly the same as the calculated NCEP MAR data because
the GCM data is model-dependent and not constrained by
observations.
Future MAR values determined using the same process
as for the control climate (Table 6) are an intermediary step to
the final values because values generated by a GCM produce
known differences (biases) in MAR relative to the observed
present MAR.
The most reliable method of obtaining an unbiased projection for future MAR under each GCM is to calculate the
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Station 4 (106 m3/a)

Station 5 (106 m3/a)

-108.79
3.58
-39.43

-37.63
1.21
-13.02

-488.14
35.61
-237.09

-46.34
3.42
-21.97

percentage change in MAR between the control and the future
GCM data. By subtracting the percentage change from the
observed present MAR, a future unbiased MAR value can be
determined. This method removes the associated biases in the
GCMs. This process is shown in Table 7.
CSIRO reflects an increase in the MAR whereas both the
other GCMs show the opposite result (Table 7). This can be
partly explained by a small increase in frequency of data seen
in nodes (0; 0), (0; 1) and (0; 2) in the future CSIRO SOM frequency map. These nodes did not influence the high-frequency
node analysis because they do not express the highest frequency of data mapping. These nodes were explained earlier to
be ‘winter’ nodes, therefore exhibiting winter rainfall patterns
with elevated runoff. This result could be due to the fact that
CSIRO is recognised not to model the statistics of the Western
Cape rainfall well (Steynor, 2002). The Western Cape exhibits a Mediterranean climate which is unlike the rest of South
Africa. The CSIRO model does not reflect this intricacy and
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Figure 2
Projected future runoff in comparison to ecological requirement

models a bimodal annual rainfall pattern with peak rainfalls
falling in summer; this is not representative of the Western
Cape climate.
The ECHAM4 and HadAM models, however, exhibit a
decrease in the MAR from the present to the projected future
scenario, which is more in line with the high frequency node
analysis. An assessment can now be made as to whether the
future projected MAR for these models falls below the ecological requirement expressed in Table 5.
Analysis of ecological requirement
In the ecological sustainability analysis (Fig. 2) the data associated with Station 1 in the upper catchment, indicate that none
of the models exhibit a projected MAR that falls below the
ecological requirement of 84 x 106 m3/a by the 2080s. However, at the other upper catchment Station 2, the ECHAM4
Model does show a projected future MAR that is lower than
the ecological requirement of 79 x 106 m3/a, with the other 2
models still demonstrating an ecologically sustainable runoff. At the middle catchment, Station 3, both the models of
ECHAM4 and HadAM exhibit a projected future MAR that
is less than the ecological requirement of 552 x 106 m3/a. The
lower catchment, Station 4, already displays a current MAR of
less than the ecological requirement of 134 x 106 m3/a. Obviously, this deficit will only worsen across most of the models in
the projected future scenario. At the final, Station 5, ECHAM4
shows a future runoff that is projected to be lower than that of
the 623 x 106 m3/a ecological requirement.
This projection is especially disturbing considering
that, within the constraints of this paper, only future climate
changes are taken into account. No secondary impacts on
runoff in the river, such as increased extraction for agriculture
or domestic demands, are accounted for. These secondary
impacts may further modify the amount of water flowing in the
river, thereby pushing the ecosystem closer to environmentally
sustainable thresholds, or perhaps improving resilience

Discussion
Despite the necessary assumptions made throughout this study,
there are some significant implications for water management
in the Breede River. Water managers must plan for a projected
decrease in the overall runoff in the river under climate change
as a consequence of an increase in the frequency of particular
synoptic conditions associated with lower runoff. At some stations this also means planning for a potential loss in ecological
sustainability.
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Uncertainty is an integral part of any climate change
research because it is never possible to perfectly predict
the future (Dessai et al., 2008). There were a number of
assumptions (with associated uncertainties) that needed to
be made in this project in order to make the research possible. This work only reflects the SRES A2 climate scenario
(Nakic´enovic´ et al., 2000). Emissions are currently actually
tracking a higher emission pathway than this (Raupach et
al., 2007). In order to improve the certainty of these results
within the envelope of possible future scenarios, further
SRES scenario data could be investigated using the same
methodology as this study. However, this is not the only
research that has shown similar consequences on water supply in the Western Cape. Amongst other research, a study
conducted by New (2002) concluded that the decrease in
water supply and increase in demand in the Western Cape
would exacerbate the existing water resource problems in
the region. Even with ‘moderately effective’ water demand
management it is likely that future water demand will exceed
supply (Cape Metropolitan Council, 2001). New (2002) also
stressed the need for the inclusion of climate change projections in long-term planning. This is already a requirement in
the United Kingdom and is urgently needed in water-stressed
regions such as the Western Cape (OFWAT, 1998).
The agreement of this research with similar research conducted on other Western Cape rivers demonstrates that SOMs
are an effective method for use in hydrological research. SOMs
are statistically based but require less computational and hydrological knowledge than using a specialised hydrological model.
The SOM method applied in this project represents a relatively
new methodological option for future hydrological research.
There is still further work that can be undertaken in this
area. For instance, land-use impacts on runoff should be
further investigated in order to reduce uncertainty in projected
runoff. These were not included within the scope of this
project; however, even without including the land-use impacts,
it is still evident that climate change will have a significant
impact on runoff in the Breede River.
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